Beat Bad Weather and Last Year’s Test Scores

There are many reasons that educators worry about preparing for state tests, but missing too many instructional days because of bad weather shouldn’t be one of them. Luckily, educators now have online tools to turn bad-weather days into at-home-learning days.

Make up lost learning days with Edmentum’s online learning solutions. Our web-based programs combine individualized instruction with interactive and engaging lessons and practice to provide a districtwide solution that can keep students on track with learning, while at home on bad weather days. Your district and school educators can take advantage of:

- Online, offline, and mobile-friendly content to fit all student situations regardless of internet or technology access
- Practice assessments to prepare students for state testing even during a school closure
- Immediate feedback and question explanations to help students continually progress even when they are working on their own
- Personalized learning paths and automatic remediation to help close skill gaps and keep students on a successful path

Effective online courses to achieve real results

Plato Courseware is built on standards-based online curriculum grounded in a tradition of solid research, sound pedagogy, and applied innovation. Offering rigorous and relevant curriculum for grades 6 – 12, Plato Courseware is designed to challenge students with a 21st century approach that engages them with interactive, media-rich content. Courses include a wide range of core subjects, electives, world languages, honors, and more.

- Rigorous courses, proven to improve student achievement
- High-quality content for original credit, supplemental learning, credit recovery, unit recovery, and extended learning
- Robust flexibility to customize courseware to meet specific needs

Building paths to lifelong learning

Study Island’s data-driven standards mastery programs are designed to help K–12 students master the content specified in state standards and improve performance in core skill areas. Study Island provides rigorous content built to state standards for academic support, practice, and real-time assessment data. The immediate feedback and built-in remediation, coupled with the actionable data, enable educators to easily monitor student progress and differentiate instruction.

- Students receive immediate feedback and question explanations
- Actionable, real-time assessment reports and progress monitoring
- Teacher support tools that include lesson plans, instructional videos, and printable resources
**Edmentum™ Assessments**

**Comprehensive assessment solutions**

Edmentum Assessments offers a full range of 3-12 assessment solutions with prescriptive content designed to help educators understand each student’s unique needs to more effectively guide instruction. Edmentum Assessments delivers comprehensive solutions that provide you with valuable assessment tools that integrate with your curriculum, monitor student progress, and engage students through a personalized and effective learning environment.

- Diagnostic and formative assessments that quickly and efficiently evaluate each student
- Automatic individualized learning paths
- Custom assessment tools to create tests and quizzes

**Inspire a passion for learning**

EducationCity provides engaging student activities and teaching resources correlated to state standards for pre-K through 6th grade language arts, math, science, and ESL. Teachers can use this web-based solution to provide their students with individual, group, or whole-class instruction through a wide assortment of tools created to support their unique classroom needs. Interactive lessons and activities help introduce and reinforce concepts while building student confidence.

- Assists teachers with easily assigning classwork and homework that coordinates with lessons
- Enhances intervention strategies, remediation, and special education programs with differentiated instruction
- Provides interactive lesson-starters and mini-tutorials to support at-home learning

**Discover the joy of reading**

Reading Eggs and Reading Eggspress are web-based literacy programs designed to develop reading fluency and comprehension for readers of all ages and ability levels. These programs help students learn to read with dynamic lessons that reinforce the five key pillars of reading: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. The engaging and rigorous content builds the knowledge and skills students need to be confident and successful readers.

- Provides reading tools that help students at all levels build key reading and comprehension skills
- Engaging animations, learning activities, and an interactive reward system
- Includes a library of over 1,000 Lexile®-measured fiction and nonfiction e-books

**Individualize instruction for English language learners**

ESL ReadingSmart is a standards-based, English-language learning program for all levels of English language learners. It is easily implemented as a student-centered, stand-alone application, or in a blended learning environment that integrates online student work and classroom instruction. ESL ReadingSmart lessons and activities incorporate the four language processes, listening, speaking, reading, and writing, and provide individualized instruction to develop English-language proficiency.

- Individualized instruction with Lexile®-measured reading selections
- Interactive lessons that correlate to TESOL and state ESL learning objectives
- Delivers easy-to-access reporting on students’ English language development

Contact us for more information!
www.edmentum.com
800.447.5286
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